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This week most of the programme is devoted to what I
hope you wiJl agree is an absorbing discussion on
African Literature between Edward Blishen and Dr Abiola
Irele. However, we'll start off with a short report
on yet another conference.
Around the end of each year the University of East Africa
holds a Social Science Conference at on~ of its three
colleges. The last such conference was held at
Makerere College and ended on the 3rd January last.
Dr i~ndrew Roberts of the Unive rsi ty of Zambia
c1.ttende d the conference and he sent us this report.

ANDREW ROBERTS: Most Mak.ere re stu.dents were A.way for t he Christmas
vacation. Instead, the hills swarmed with well O"Jer
a hundred professors, lecturers and research students.
Many cf them came from the Sast African colleges but
there were ...also visitors from the universities of
Zambia, Malawi, Khartoum., Lovanium in Congo Kinshasa,
Ibadan and Sierra Leone not to mention those from
Britain and the United States. About a quarter of the
pa.rticipa11ts were African, The Conference convene a. in
five sections: Sociology (including Ahthropology),
Economics (including Geography), Political Science,
History, and ~~r the first time Law •
There were few obviousl~• common them0s in a mot ley
collection of papers which ranged from. "The sympolic
rola of cattle in Gogo religion" to "Political Futurology·".
Some of the most stimulating papers were not so mu~h
detailed reports on individual research projects as
reflective surveys suggesting new lines of enquiry such as the historical study of African religious
systems. But there was one very generai point worth
noting - the extent to which scholars in different
subjects were concerned with studying problems at
the local level rather than on a national scale. In
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part, this tendency is due simply to the growth
of knowledge and mo re refined and exacting standards
os scholarship. One fascinating example was a
reassessment of the battle at Kampala in 1892 between
Protestant and Catholic Baganda: this went beyond the
old question whether Lugard was right to use a Max im
gun on the Protestent side and instead sought to
reconstruct from eye-witness accounts how the battle
was fought by the Baganda . And the microscopic
approach is, of course , characteristic of the many
social anthropologists who over the past twenty years
have bee~ based on the Institute of Social Research at
:tviakerere. But the emphnsis on small-scale investigations
is also partly due to a growing awareness t hat only in
this way can one begin to understand the problems of
integrating the r ural communities of eastern Africa in
the larger economic and social structures necessary
for development~
There were, in fact, few strict ly anthropological
papers, but there were several in other fields which
bordered closely on anthropology. A lawyer argued
the need to rethink anti-witchcraft legislation in
East Africa; a ge'.)gra.pher analysed market traders in
Kampala; and a sociologist applied the concept of
'economic spheres ' to compare a rural economy in Zambia
before and after colonial rule. Spe~ially interesting
was a co-operative paper from Dar-es-Salaam, based on
research by undergraduates, comparing the relative
success of twelve new rural settlements in Tanzania.~
By contract, the political scientists seemed more
concerned to generalise on national and international
problems, rather- than follow up recent attempts to
study East African politics at the grass roots. But
the practical difficulties of political research in
any depth away from the capitals hardly needs to be
stressed.
JOHN JONJES:

That report from Dr Andrew Roberts on the University
of East Africa I s S,ocial Science Conference was read
for us in the studio. And while we're on the subject
of conferences, you~ll remember that three weeks ago
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in English and that we promised you then that one of
the delegates that we spoke to would be expanding on
his work in University Report at a later date. Well,
to-day we're fulfilling that promise.
·At Ife,
Dr Abiola Irele presented a paper on the Criticism of
Modern African Literature - the area that he is working
on at the I nstitute of African Studies at the Univer~ ty
of Ghana, Legan. Dr Ircle is, in fact, a Nigerian who
has also studied in France and in Britain.
African Literature, most will agree, is still in its
formative stage. We have modern African Literature,
tradition~l African Literature, African Literature
written in French, African Literature written in
English and, no doubt, there are more categories that
one can think of. This, of course, makes the task of
the critic, who is continually searching for an
Afric~n perspective quite a formidable one, and it is,
as I said, this critical aspect of African Literature
that Dr Irele is concerned with. In Accra, he
discussed his work and ideas with Edwar·d Blishen and
first Dr Ire le explained his approach to his sub ,ject.

DR IRE LE:

I see the traditional literature as a very important
complement to modern African literature because we
must also try and see what continuity exists between
the traditional literature and the modern literature,
not only because our writers usually quite consciously
refer themselves to the traditional background but also
because it is natural to suppose ~hat living within. the
culture they would have carried over in their writings
certain aspects of the traditional culture and, jn
this particular instanoe, traditional literature with
which they ar·e surrounded and this certainly would
come out in C·3rtain unconscious aspects like the way of
telling a story, a certain outlook in the characters,
for instance - details that I couldn't possibly
elaborate upon here but 1
I think, q~1ite a fruitful
field for study.
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I suppose, in fact, some of it is very detailed. For
example, would you be looking as closely as at the
characteristic phrasings, turns of phrase5 and so forth?
DR IP.ELE:

Well, certainly, that forms a part of the approach to
African literature right now because the striking
example is Chinua Achebe who certainly very consciously
adapted English to the idiom of the Ibo people, and to
a certain manner of spsaking generally, and I think
this is one of the most interesting aspects of African
literature, but I don 1 t thinl-c this is all. I would
alsu take into coasideration~ as I said bPfore, the
way of telling a story. I mean, if you consider, for
instance, tha t in the traditional society we have these
stori,t.S that we tell, and many of us have heard them as
children, it seems to me, in facti almost inevitable
that tbe structural pattern of these stories will
affect our writers when they come to write a story,
even if they are wr~ting in Engli3h or Fr8nch as the
case may be. And, I feel, for instance, that in the
case of the novelists, i n particul ar , who have
borrowed the novel form from the West - I feel certain
influences of the traditional folk tales in their works
- for instance, they do not develop the psychology of
the characters to the same extent as you would find in
the European novel. They. rely rather on certain
external aspects from which one can deduct the
psychology- of the characters and also on the dxamatic
interest of their stories. This is certainly a carry
over from the traditional folk tales. This is, of
course, a hypothesis which I have which has to be
verified by detailed study but this is a very strong
feeling I have also.

EUNARD BLISHEN: But even at this half stage of your research, what you
have dis covered,. or what you are beginning to feel
about it, must, I suppose, affect your teaching of
Modern African Literature too?
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Yes, certainly. Well, I try to put Modern African
Literature in an African perspective. My feeling is
t hat moderD African literature, being written mainly
in the European languages, one has to look for what is
the dJ.stinctive quality of this new literature and the
obvious answer seems to me to be the .iSrican-ness of
this literature - and this is what I am looking for
personally, being an African myself, I suppose this
is the most natural ·way for me to look at modern
African literature. So it is important, I thir~k, to
lo'Jk at this literature this way because its only
right to legitimac'.-f, if you care to put it this way, is
its African-ness.

EllNARD BLISHEN: Now I suppose some people might say - I ~as reading not
long ago Janheinz Jabn's
"History of African
Literature" where he rs pursuing a similar sort of line
- in a sense he's trying to identify with Africanism,
isn 1t he, a1~d the African--ness of writings by Africans
who found them::rnlves in various parts of ·che world? I
suppose some critics might say "Are there not dat1gers
at this particular mome~1.t ween modern African literature
is in a very formative stage of imposir..g, parhaps too
strongly, this kind of academic standard, this kind
of ac&demic self-consciousLess 11 ?
DR IREIB:

Well, there is that danger. I would like very much to
avoid any sort of imposition of rigid categories and so
on. I think nothing can replace the sort cf irrenediate
response to the work of art and to literature, in
particular. I would very much like, therefore, tc
avoid g2neralisations and so on. I'd pref0r, in class,
to work by close examination of the texts, but even
then one ha3 to bring to one's feeling for the literature,
one's response to it, one has to bring something
particular and in the cas~ of the African student who
is reading an Afr·ican novel for instance he must be
able to recognise something in it which appeals to him
in an immediate way - which appeals to him also as
something from his own background with which he can
identify. This is very important if you are going to
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have any ~ort qf African literature at all - if it's
going to have any sort of permanent root in Africa
because we certainly need to build up a public also
for this literature which is at the moment on the fringe.
it is important therefore to bring this out in the
teaching as well - to relate what the Arrican writer
is trying to do to the experience of th6 African reader
and this, I think, should be the main business of
criticism of mode1n African literature right now
oecause this criticism must really now start f:rom an
African point of view in order to be able to really
render a true account, I think, of the African writer's
ent-3rpris6.
EUtJARD BLISHEN: So really you would say, I suopose, that criticism is
itself in a formative stage and needs to be formed?
DR IREIB:

Certainly. This is true. What we have done so far :5.s
simply more or less to i mr,>ose on to the works of
African writer3 the skills w0 1ve acquired by analysing
and me di ta ting upon Europea..'1. works~ This is certainly
not negligible3 After all is said and done there's a
certain basic response to literature in any language
in any country in the world which any kind of literary
criticism should help to foster. However, I believe
that in this particular case there are specific
problem~ which also h ave to be tackled and these problGms
create specific difficultie s in any approach to
African literature whj_ch have to be looked at and to
be solved.

EThJARD BLISHEN: Now in your work - not in this particular field that you
are coneerne d with now - but in your studies in Paris
and so on - I suppose there aren't many people who have
studied the English and French African writing - most
people seem to be critics of Anglophone or critics of
Francophone literature - and so you must have some
answers, or some beginnings of answers tn some of the
famous questions about the differences between the
Anglophone and Francophone l i teratures. Do you believe,
for exrunple, are you coming to believe that the
differences in the quality of colonialisation of the
English territorie s and the French territories was
decisive in forming the nature of the modern writing or was it national differences?
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Well, there are two things to be taken into
consideration here. Certainly, the nature of the
colonial experience has had an influence in creating
thes e differences. There are certain differences I think they are over-emphasised, but we ca11. 1 t get
round the fact that there are certain differences.
The colonial experience has certainly had an influence
there, but I think the more fundamental is sue is that
of the respective metropolitan traditions - the tra dion
in English literature which ha s had an influence on the
English speaking w-ri ters on the one hand, and on the
other hand the French tradition - a certain way of
looKing at t hings , a certain way of expressing things
whic h is also i mposed by the language which the writer
i s using. I think this is mo re important, in fact,
than the kind of colonial experience which our writers
went through. As far as these differences are
concerned, o.s I said, I think they are possibly
exaggerated bec.g_use I c an see some affinities between
our writers &..eross the language barrier •• I think it's
quite easy to re l a te t!:10 work of the late Christopher
Okigbo to ,,1 ha t Senghor has beer., trying to do in French
whereas Okig'uo has been writing in English, ana. it
must not be forgetten as well that the kind of
influence s which French literature exerted upon English
literature in modern t:u.:1e s through people like T.S.Eliot
has passed on, in f act , to some of our modern African
writers in English so that they do, in that respect ,
have a certain 3.mount cf common ground.
Finally, I would l ike to say that the two sets of
write r s have a common intention - to express ~omething
out of their own world and on that ground I would even s ay
that these differences really seem to me not to m8.t ter
very much. I thinl~ the controversy about the rejection
of negrj_tude by the English speaking African writers
- tha t controvGrsy seems to me tD revolve largely around
a misunderstandingo

NARRATOR -

Edward Blishen and Dr Abiola Ire le.

JOHN JONES~
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